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The study was motivated by a request from the Naval Air Rework
Facility, NAS North Island, that work be conducted to obtain information
on parameters affecting exhaust system performance in sea level static
jet engine test facilities. The cost of pollution abatement devices makes
it mandatory that accurate knowledge of flow parameters be developed.
The study investigated by theory and experiment certain parameters of
test cell design. A computer program based on the one-dimensional
mass, momentum and energy conservation equations was developed.
Components were designed to test on a scale of 24: 1 the effects of
varying exhaust system configurations. Theoretical results were found
to be in good agreement with experimental data, indicating that the
program may be used to analyze full scale systems. Recommendations
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Funding is planned for Fiscal Year 1975 for MILCON P-135 at the
Naval Air Rework Facility at NAS North Island. The project will include
construction of two large turbojet or turbofan test cells as well as the
modernization of two existing cells. All four cells will be equipped
with pollution abatement devices to meet local environmental protection
requirements as required by Executive Order 11282^ May 25, 1965.
Useful design life for modern jet engine test facilities is approxi-
mately 20 years. This may bo extended by proper planning for advances
in engine size and flov/ characteristics.
Because of the cost of test cell construction and pollution abate-
ment systems, flexibility is of the utmost importance. Air flow require-
ments will range from that required by a small turbojet at idle power to
that required by a large turbofan at full power. Exhaust cooling require-
ments v/ill range from none to whatever is needed for a large afterburning
engine.
A jet engine operates as a jet pump v/hen installed in a sea level
static test facility. Many studies have been accomplished on jet pumps
[Refs . 1-7], but little empirical information is available on engine
test facility flow systems. The aim of this project was to study by
analysis and experiment the factors v/hich determine the performiance
of such a system.

Parameters which rnay vary in a jet test facility include augmenter
length and diameter, engine position and size relative to the augmenter,
and back pressures as determined by exhaust treatment facilities and
aerodynamic design. Each individual engine type has characteristic
flow properties at innumerable operating points, and these properties
will vary significantly between engine types.
A computer program based on one-dimensional analysis of the
conservation of mass, momentum and energy was developed for the Naval
Postgraduate School IBM-360/67 digital com:puter. In this program the
significant parameters could be varied,and predictions could be made
of test cell flov*/ properties based on engine operating points.
An experimental exhaust system was designed to match the inlet
and test section experimental apparatus designed by Tovv'er [Ref . 8] .
Experimental work was carried out to check the validity of the computer
program as well as to obtain empirical evidence of the effects of the
physical variables in test cell design and construction.

II. BACKGROUN D
A. MILITARY CONSTRUCTION PROJECT P-13 5
The primary motivation for this study was the need for an analysis
to be conducted prior to the final project definition of MILCON P-13 5.
This project is for the previously described jet engine test facilities at
the Naval Aii Rev^ork Facility, NAS North Island.
B. ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
In the past, several different aircraft types were powered by
similar engines. New technological developments have changed this
situation dramatically, as evidenced by the differences between charac-
teristics of high bypass ratio turbofans and afterburning turbojets.
Future changes and developments will require more precise matching of
engines and airframes for specific missions. Because of the vast dif-
ferences of engine types, it may not prove feasible to build a single
test cell capable of testing every engine in the Navy's inventory. Present
Navy policy is to assign the overhaul and repair responsibility of a
particular engine type to each NARF
.
The first advanced technology engines for Navy fighter aircraft
will be used in the F-14 Tomcat. Early versions will use the Pratt and
Whitney TF-30 412 engine, while F-14B models will be equipped with the
more powerful F401 PW 400 engines. The latter engine is in the
2 0,000 - 30,000 pound thrust category and will have an air flow rate
at full power of about 300 pounds per second. If a test cell augmentation
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ratio of 2:1 is chosen, a cell fjov/ rate of about 900 pounds per second
can be expected. Test cell augmentation ratio is defined as the total
cell airflow less engine airflow divided by engine airflow.
Further fighter aircraft development will bring to the Navy the
Advanced Deck Launched Interceptor. The ADLI will utilize an advanced
technology engine with turbine inlet temperatures in excess of 3,000*^ F.
Also, advanced hybrid multicycle engines are being developed and will
be introduced to operational use during the life of test cells built in the
present decade [Ref. 9]. Turboramjets or supercharged ejector ramjets
may also be introduced.
Future attack aircraft must combine the capability of high subsonic
cruise speeds with the ability to loiter for long periods over target areas.
Non-afterburning turbofan engines are presently in use for attack missions,
and their continued development and refinement are predicted.
The U.S. Marine Corps presently has the Harrier (AV-8A) in
operational use. The Nav/ may move toward procurement of Harrier in
the near future and advanced vectored thrust V/STOL aircraft within
10 to 15 years. The Harrier utilizes the Pegasus turbofan engine with
variable nozzles. The advanced Pegasus 15 engine will have 25,000
pounds of thrust and an airflow requirement of 450 pounds per second.
A requirement for testing these engines is that shrouds and ducts be
installed for directing the exhaust streams of the individual nozzles
into a common exhauster [Ref. 10]. With a 1:1 augmentation ratio,





The Navy is currently devGloping the S-3 carrier based ASW air-
craft, which is powered by the General Electric TI-'~34 turbofan engine.
This is a 9,000 pound thrust engine with an airflow capacity of about
3 00 pounds per second and will be the first engine that Vv'ill be tested
in a cell in the same configuration as it is mounted on the aircraft. That
is, it will be pylon mounted, thereby requiring an overhead thrust bed.
The TF-34 has a bypass ratio greater than 6:1. Because of the exhaust
characteristics of turbofan engines, care must be taken in matching the
engine and the augmenter to avoid excess air entrainmcnt over that v/hich
is required for cooling purposes. Excess air entrainment increases the
cell depression [Ref. 11]. Cell depression is the difference between
cell ambient pressure and atmospheric pressure, and a large difference
may cause a redistribution of pressures acting on the engine and result
in erroneous thrust measurements.
Future patrol aircraft developed and introduced in the 1980's may
utilize larcje fan engines. Other aircraft using the same type of engines
may be developed to replace the Navy's present transport fleet. Military
transports with STOL capability will require turbofans in the 2 5,000 -
30^000 pound thrust category [Ref. 12]. The airflow through an engine
of this size will be on the order of 1,000 pounds per second, and total
cell airflow could run as high as 2,000 pounds per second, depending
on the augmenter design.
12

Smaller logistic aircraft, successors to the C-2 COD aircraft,
may use turbofans in the 5,000 - 10,000 pound thrust category. These
will be similar to the above-mentioned TF-34 in flow requirements, and
the test facility requirements v/ill be similar as well.
In order to minimize drag associated with nozzle and airframe
interaction, non-axisymmetric nozzles may be employed in the future.
This possibility implies a requirement for an augmenter tube designed
to permit replacement of the receptor bellmouth.
Knowledge of systems on the horizon which may eventually become
operational is essential to provide flexibility and long life for projected
test facilities
.
C. SUMMARY OF TEST FACILITY REQUIREMENTS
Figure 1 from Ref . 13 is the summary of test cell requirements
available from current sources. As with any forecast, it includes some
uncertaintyjbut the information included is as authoritative as possible,
having been collected from engine manufacturers. Department of Defense
planning agencies, published reports of 'service sponsored research and
interviews with facilities planners for several test cell operators.
Gerend [Ref. 14] provides a simple method of predicting turbine
engine weights and dimensions. This method was used to confirm the
validity of this summary information. This projection is confined to
facilities for sea level testing only. References 15 and 16 provide













































Readers unfamiliar with test cell design philosophy may find it
useful to scan Appendix A before proceeding. This section contains a
detailed discussion of present and future design criteria for test facilities,
and v/iil familiarize the reader with test ceil terminology.
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"I • THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
The analysis developed to study the augmenter flow was based on
the one--dimensional conservation of mass, energy and momentum.
Krenkel and Lipowsky [Ref. 5] have previously illustrated the usefulness
of applying a one-dimensional analysis for solving problems involving
ejectors. The procedure has been found to be particularly useful in
problems involving constant pressure or constant area mixing.
Details involving the actual mixing processes have been omitted.
Much work in describing the mixing process has been accomplished
[Ref s . 17-25]. These analyses are generally similar to those involving
free jets, and most involve a boundary layer type analysis of the mixing
region between two streams . According to Kanbury [Ref. 2,6], these
procedures are very complex
,
and solutions depend both on the control
parameters and the actual flow geometry. Because this study was in-
tended to find trends in flow properties rather than to find exact data,
the one-dimensional analysis was chosen. The following assumptions
were made for the analysis used in this work:
1. Flow is one-dimensional and steady.
2. Flow is adiabatic.
3. Flow properties are uniform at a cross section.
4. All gases are treated as ideal gases.
5. The mixing is accomplished in a constant area.
16

Figure 2 illustrrites the ideal one-dimensional jet pump. Stations
1 and 2 are coplanar and are the primary and secondary flow nozzles.
Station 3 is the augmenter exit. The analysis assumed complete mixing
at station 3. The velocity profiles of Tig. 2 v^ere used in the continuity
equations. The equation for conservation of mass
The equation for momentum is




Conservation of energy is expressed by
Appendix B contains detailed developments of the computational pro-
cedure. The basic program solves for tv/o values of temperature at
station 3 and iterates until the two values are within one degree Rankine
of one another.
Input data include primary and secondary stagnation values and
outlet static pressure. Primary and secondary static pressures at
stations 1 and 2 were assumed to be equal.
The method of handling the relative positions of the primary and
secondary nozzles involved modeling the behavior of the expanding














FIGURE 2 STATION DESIGNATION AND IDEAL VELOCITY

































illustrates the nomenclature of the mixing zones. Bauer [Ref. 2 7] dis-
cusses a nondimensional jet spread parameter <?"" . He has shown that
Abramovich's model for cr- is a good approximation to empirical data.




As shown by Bauer [Ref. 27] and Korst and Chow [Ref. 19] the velocity
profile in the mixing region was approximated by an error function.
A computer routine was developed to determine the effect of aug-
menter lengLh on the jet pump. Values of wall friction were comiputod
using flat plate drag coefficients and viscosity values from Schlichting
[Ref. 2 8].
Reference 2 9 lists ducting parameters for losses caused by com-
ponents in the exhaust system. Computations were made to determine
the effect of augmenter entry design using loss coefficients for re-entry
and bellmouth inlets .
The exhaust system back pressure v/as set arbitrarily in the
computer routine but could be varied by use of a loop command. The






The size of the simulated exhaust system was determined by the
scale of the model developed by Tower [Ref. 0] and by the mass flow
required for proper simulation. The inlet and test section components
of Tov7cr's model were designed as a 24:1 scale model of a 24' x 24'
test cell
.
Much of the distortion present at the compressor face in a cell
mounted engine is due to vortices formed either by turning the flow or
by the presence of flow treatment devices both acoustic and mechanical
in nature.
The size of the model was determined by balancing the predicted
mass flow which would be produced when a simulated engine was driven
by one of the available compressed air supplies with the size required
for meaningful distortion data collection. The compressed air source
is discussed in Section IV B.
The model was constructed entirely of plexiglass. This material
was chosen because of its ready availability and the ease with which
components could be constructed. The material is light so that parts
may be easily interchanged. Finally, the choice allowed appropriate
flow visualization techniques to be used throughout the model.
The size of the augmenter also was determirxed by available
material. A section of 5.0" inner diameter molded acrylic tubing was
21

chosen. Outer diameter was 5.5" . Two sections of different length were
constructed; the lengths were 15" and 25". l^ach section was equipped
with 7 data collection stations positioned as shown in Fig. 4. Each
station consisted of three static pressure ports positioned 120° apart
on a circumference. The diameter of the ports was 0.062" . A threaded
mounting block was positioned at each station for the purpose of securing
the probes used to measure total pressure and temperature.
In order to increase the back pressure of the system and to study
the effect of different designs, two model colanders were built from the
same tubing as that used for the augmenter tubes. Each colander was
6.25" long. One model was drilled with 12 rows of 5 holes each which
produced a 35 percent increase in flow area. The holes were spaced
3 0° apart. The second model was drilled with 15 rov/s of 5 holes each,
producing a 69 percent increase in fJow area. The rows were 24° apart
for the second model. All holes were 0.75" in diameter. Figure 5
illustrates the position of the holes. One end of each colander was
capped with a 7.5" square section of 1/4" plexiglass.
The open end of each colander and one end of each augmenter
were equipped with identical end plates for fastening purposes. The
end plates were also 7.5" square sections of 1/4" plexiglass with 5.5"
circular cutouts. Bolt holes were drilled in each corner of the end





































































































































































































A conical inlet to the augmenter was fashioned from a 1" thick
specinian of plexiglass and was designed for quick installation and
removal. The maximum diameter of the inlet cap is 7.0" and closes to
5.0" on a 45° angle. The conical inlet is illustrated in Fig. 8a.
A restricted inlet was designed to simulate the orifice installation
used in one test facility to limit the cell augmentation ratio. This inlet
was also fashioned from a 1" thick piece of plexiglass on a lathe. The
diameter of the restricted inlet is 3.0" as illustrated in Fig. 8b.
The end section of the model test cell was designed as a simple
box structure 15" long with a square 12" x 12" cross section. The top
piece had a cutout to accommodate the pipe which carried the primary
air to the installed nozzle.
A spacer section holder was constructed to vary the linear distance
between the nozzle and the inlet to the augmenter tube. The section
was designed such that combinations of sections properly installed
allowed the distance to be varied over a range of 5" in 1/2" increments.
The nozzle with no spacers installed Vv'as positioned 1" inside the
augmenter.
An aluminum cross brace was designed to serve the dual purpose
of adjusting and securing the augmenter and colander sections. The
brace was clamped to the table holding the model and was adjustable






































last section installed was bolted to the cross brace. Figures 1 , 9 and 10
show the cross brace. Figures 9 through 11 show various views of the
model as the tests were run in the laboratory.
The primary nozzle v/as taken from an earlier experiment involving
jet pumps conducted by Wade [Ref. 7]. The nozzle exit diameter was
enlarged to 1.0" for this experiment. It will be possible in future exper-
iments to use the same nozzle with a larger diameter by machining off
progressively greater amounts of material. The nozzle is of the con-
verging type and is made of stainless steel. Figure 12 pictures the
nozzle installed in the test model.
The experiments were run using various inlet configurations
designed and discussed by Tower [Ref. 8]. Tov/cr utilized a 1/2 horse-
power squirrel cage blower to suck air through the simulated engine
inlet which vv^as instrumented to obtain distortion data. The mass flov/
removed from the test cell by the blower was nearly equal to the mass
flow passing through the nozzle at full power, so that the total mass
flow through the inlet was nearly equal to the mass flow through the
augmenter. A schematic of the dual power mode of operation is shown
in Fig . 13 .
B. AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT
The two stage Carrier compressor located in Building 230 of the
Naval Postgraduate School supplied air for the primary nozzle. This




































































































maximum flow capacity of about 4.5 pounds per second. Higher pressures
were measured in this experiment however. Pressure taps at the flow
orifice inlet indicated a maximum pressure of 3 5" of mercury gage, or
almost 32 psia. Excess air was piped to the atmosphere through a
separate valve system. Flow rate for the nozzle was controlled by valves
in Building 249 where the experimental apparatus was installed. The air
was piped underground from Building 230 to Building 249.
A stainless steel sharp edge orifice was installed in a 3" pipe to
measure the mass flow through the nozzle. The installation met ASME
standards for orifices. Flow rates were calculated according to Ref. 30;
the calculations are discussed in detail in Appendix C. The pressure
readings at the orifice were measured by flange taps. The inlet pressure
was measured with a mercury manometer, and the pressure drop through
the orifice was measured with a water manometer. The temperature up-
stream of the orifice was measured by a chromel-alumel thermocouple
with a readout from a Leeds and Northrop millivolt potentiometer.
A Kiel probe was used to measure total pressure in the augmenter,
and an iron-constantan thermocouple was used to measure total tempera-
ture. To obtain mass flow rate in the augmenter, pressure and tempera-
ture readings were taken at 1/4" radial increments starting at the
centerline. The probes were held in place by the mounting blocks dis-
cussed in the preceding section. The pressures were measured on a
water manometer when possible and on a mercury manometer when the
range of the water manometer was exceeded. The recorded values were
33

used in the computer program AUGl to determine the flow rate. This
computer program is discussed in Appendix C.
Using water manometers, static pressures were measured at each
of the seven augmenter stations. The three static ports at each axial
position were joined in a single manifold to average out fluctuations .
C. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Several test configurations were investigated. Table I shows the
method of designating the configuration. A configuration designated
200.15 indicates the use of the 25" augmenter v\^ith no colander or inlet
cap, a nozzle diameter of 1" and a spacer combination totaling 2",
Prior to starting the compressor, it was necessary to insure that
all valves leading to other experiments were closed and that the excess
air dump valve was fully open. It was also necessary to pre-oil the
compressor bearings for a 30 minute period prior to starting.
After starting the compressor for the first run of the day, it was
necessary to wait 5 to 10 minutes to allow the inlet temperature to
stabilize. Once the temperature was stable, a typical run consisted
of the following steps:
1. Set the inlet pressure as measured at the orifice inlet flange
taps .
2. Record the inlet temperature and pressure and the pressure
drop across the orifice.
3. Record static pressures at 7 axial stations on the augmenter.
34
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4. Record total pressures and temperatures while traversing the
augmcntcr at a given station.
5. Repeat step 4 at other stations as desired to determine
velocity profiles or to confirm flow rate calculations .
6. Set a new inlet pressure,and repeat steps 2 through 5.
D. DATA REDUCTION PROCEDURES
The primary mass flow through the nozzle was calculated according
to specifications set in Ref. 30. Calculations are discussed in detail
in Appendix C. The total mass flovv^ in the augmenter was determined by
a procedure which divided the flow area into 10 concentric areas divided
by circles 1/4" apart. It was assumed that the velocity was constant
in each small area. It was also assumed that the static pressure was
constant at all points on a cross section of the augmenter.
Using isentropic flow relations and the perfect gas law, it was
possible to determine the density and velocity at each point vvhere the
total temperature and pressure had been measured. Mass flows were
calculated for each incremental area and' totaled to find the total augmenter
mass flow. Program AUGl computes the mass flows on the IBM-360/67
digital computer and is discussed in Appendix C.
36

V. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
A. RESULTS
Table 11 summarizos the data obtained from the experimental
apparatus discussed in the previous section. Runs 1.929 through 4.92 9,
1.004 through 3.004, 1.006 through 5.006, and 1.011 through 5.011 were
run with Tower to study the effects of changing the inlet configuration.
Analysis of the data indicates two factors which affected the performance.
Inlet acoustic treatments in the form of cither flat or staggered baffles
cut the augmentation ratio by a factor of 1/3. Compare run 1.004 wiLh
5.006. It is seen that the installation of acoustic treatments, which is
necessary if cells are to conform with local anti-noise ordinances, also
helps to maintain the augmentation ratio at a reasonable level.
The second major factor that was found to affect test cell perform-
ance was the presence of turning vanes. Turning vanes are necessary''
in some installations to reduce compressor face inlet distortion. Large
fan engines are particularly susceptible to distortion. Tower [Ref. 8]
discussed distortion limits for various engines. Results indicate that
the decreased turbulence level obtained when turning vanes are installed
leads to a decrease in total cell mass flow. This occurs because the
mixing process in the augmenter becomes less effective. Increased
turbulence in either the secondary or primary stream causes mixing to
occur more rapidly as evidenced by the centerline velocity decay. Compare
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Table III shows the inlet configurations tested, and Table IV lists
the inlet configuration identification code.
If it becomes necessary to install turning vanes in a given test
cell^tlie designer may have to provide means of increasing the turbulence
level of the secondary air prior to its entry into the augmenter or build
a longer augmenter to provide distance needed to achieve complete
mixing
.
The compressor used for the experiments was capable of producing
a total pressure in the nozzle of up to 2 . 1 atmospheres. The nozzle
total pressure was determined by entering the calibration curve shown
in Fig. 14 with the total pressure measured in the supply pipe.
Figure 15 shows the velocity profiles measured at various aug-
menter stations for configuration 210,15 v/ith a nozzle pressure ratio
of 2 . 1 atmospheres. Station 1 was located 3" from the nozzle exit
plane; station 7 was located 25" from the nozzle and 1" from the aug-
menter exit plane. The profiles were calculated using data obtained
in run 1.009. The mass flow rates calculated at the various stations
indicate an accuracy of about 10 percent. Prior to run 1.009, pressure
and temperature measurements used to calculate the mass flows were
obtained from station 4. After this run most of the remaining data were
collected from station 7. The velocity profile is seen to have very much
lower gradients at station 7 than at station 4. The centerline velocity
at station 7 V7as below Mach 0.3 so that the assumption of incompressible
flow is valid there. Additionally, the absence of large pressure gradients
41
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FIGURE 14 VARIATION OF NOZZLE TOTAL PRESSURE





















FIGURE 15 VELOCITY PROFILES FOR CONFIGURATION




and the proximity of station 7 to the augmonter exit indicated the validity
of assuming constant static pressure at a cross section when calculating
mass flovv^.
Figure 16 shows the rate of decay of centerline velocities as flow
progresses in the augmenter. The velocities shown also were obtained
from data of run 1.009 and are normalized to the centerline velocity at
station 1. Figure 17 shows the nondimensional velocity profiles at
stations 1 and 7 for run 1.00 9.
Some configurations yielded unusual velocity profiles. Figure 18
shows a profile where the maximum velocity occurs at a point other than
on the centerline. Monroe [Ref . 6] encountered the same phenomenon
and attributed it to the presence of oblique shocks at the nozzle. A
second factor is the probable presence of a swirl component in the primary
flow as it leaves the nozzle. The swirl component, if present, was
probably caused by the three 90° turns in the inlet pipe between the
orifice and the nozzle. It is recommended that if further work is carried
out with the experimental apparatus, tubular flow straighteners should
be installed in the nozzle section.
Experimental results v\;ere in close agreement with theoretical
predictions. Figure 19 shows secondary mass flow as a function of
primary mass ilovj for configuration 200.13. The experimental results
closely match the theoretical predictions when no entry loss (ENTLOS)
was included. The predictions v/hich used an entry loss factor of 0.85




































FIGURE 18 NONDIMENSIONAL VELOCITY PROFILE, STATION 4,
CONFIGURATION 200.19, RUN 6.930
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FIGURE 19 SECONDARY MASS FLOW VS PRIMARY MASS FLOW
FOR CONFIGURATION 2 00.13
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factor was too severe. Table V compares experimental and theoretical
results pertaining to inlet configuration effects. It is seen that closest
agreement is obtainc;d v/hen the loss factor is effectively equal to zero.
Experimental results indicated that the conical inlet lowered the
augmentation ratio when installed rather than improved iL. The reason
for this phenomenon is that when the conical inlet was installed, it had
the effect of moving the augmenter inlet away from the back wall of the
test cell. Some turbulence or recirculation exists in the area between
the inlet and the wall. It is thought that the change produced by moving
the inlet caused some interference to occur in the streamlines into the
augmenter decreasing the secondary flow rate. The particular model
design tended to block the flow into the augmenter from the area behind
the inlet. Future work with the main computer program should include a
factor which accounts for the position of the augmenter inlet in relation
to the back wall of the test cell.
Figure 2 compares experimental and theoretical results of the
dependence of augmentation ratio of nozzle pressure P . Figure 21
1
shows the variation of P , nozzle exit static pressure, with P . In
^
1
both figures good agreement between experimental and theoretical results
is evident. Figure 22 compares the results showing variation of augmen-
tation ratio with P . The experimental results agreed with the trend
predicted for supersonic flow (P less than 0.97 in Fig. 22) but did not
follow the predicted trend for subsonic flow. The probable cause for the
disagreement is that the com.puter program assumed that complete mixing
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Table V Inlet Configuration Effects
Experimental Results Th eoretical Results
Configuration P m /rn^ Entry loss P m /rn
200.15 2.1 5.2 0.85 2.1 4.0
210.15 2.1 4.3 0.03 2.1 5.0
220.15 2.1 1.75 0.85 2.1 1.8
(D - 3.0")
2














FIGURE 2 VARIATION OF AUGMENTATION RATIO
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FIGURE 2 2 VARIATION OF AUGMENTATION RATIO WITH NOZZLE
EXIT PRESSURE, CONFIGURATION 2 00.13
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occurs at station 3 of the jet pump model, v/hile in the experimental
apparatus ilic amount of mixing that had been accomplished in the aug-
menter varied with the nozzle pressure ratio. An improvement might be
made in the program by incorporating the jet spread parameter into the
analysis. The present analysis only used the jet spread parameter to
indicate the effect of nozzle position. The parameter is effectively a
measure of the turbulence level and, as previously discussed, increased
turbulence causes higher augmentation ratios.
Figure 23 shows theoretical predictions of the dependence of
augmentation ratio on area ratio A^/A, . Present experiments have covered
only one area ratio, so that further work is needed to validate the computed
results
.
Figure 24 illustrates the variation of augmentation ratio with
nozzle displacement. The scatter of the data precludes any decision as
to the validity of the predicted results. More data need to be collected
for various nozzle displacements in subsonic flow situations. A form of
the main computer program containing an improved turbulence factor
should improve agreement between theory and experiment. A major ad-
dition needs to be made to the program in order to predict augmentation
ratio as a function of nozzle displacement in the supersonic flow regime.
At the present time the program is limited to zero-displacement in cases
involving supersonic flow. It is thought that by applying the method of
characteristics to the primary nozzle flow it v/ill be possible to predict



















































The back pressure against which the exhaust system operates
greatly affects the augmentation ratio as seen in Fig. 25. In its present
form the computer program is able to predict the maximum back pressure
allowable without encountering exhaust gas recirculation. This is par-
ticularly usofu] in situations where P is low, such as an engine at
1
idle power. Figure 2 6 shovvs the pressure rise in the augmenter system
with various configurations
.
Experimental results showed that the presence of a colander did
little to enhance the amount of mixing that occurred in the augmenter.
Figures 2 7 and 2 8 shovv^ nondimensional velocity profiles at station 7
for various configurations and nozzle pressure ratios .
The maximum length augmenter required in a given system may be
calculated with the jet spread parameter. The criteria for minimum
length should be that all the secondary air is entrained into the m.ain
mixing region, or in other words that the mixing zone has touched the
augmenter wall. Figure 2 8 shows the jet spread parameter as a function
of area ratio A /A . The outer boundary of the mixing zone was defined
to be '0 =1.84, where ^] is the nondimensional coordinate in the y
direction
7 = -^^ (v-i)
To find the minimum augmenter length define y
max













FIGURE 2 5 AUGMENTATION RATIO yS_AUGMENTER
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FIGURE 2 8 EFFECT OF COLANDER ON NONDIMENSION AL















D is the augmcnter diameter and D, is the diameter of the nozzle.
3 1
2 2
Pick C7- fromi'ig. 29 using A^/A, = D., /D^ . Define x . as the
3 1 3 1 mm
required augmenter length
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For example, consider an exhaust system with an augmenter 10'
in diameter in conjunction with a turbojet engine that is 3' in diameter,
operating with a nozzle pressure ratio large enough for supersonic flow.
Figure 29 indicates a value of CT* of about IS. 5. Equation (V-3) then
indicates a maximum augmenter length of 30' for effective mixing.
B. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The performance analysis of the test cell exhaust system based
on the conservation equations for mass, momentum and energy success-
fully predicted general trends when flow characteristics of the augmenter
and engine were varied. The theoretical predictions slightly under-
estimate actual system performance. The probable cause is that neither
the actual turbulence level in the augmenter nor the amount of mixing
that occurs in the system was accounted for. Predictions concerning
the effect of system back pressure were accurate.
The use of flow conditioners necessary for minimizing engine inlet
distortion decreases the augmentation ratio but increases the augmenter
length required for complete mixing.
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The assumption of incompressible flow for calculating flow rates in
the augmenter v/as validated at station 7, where centerline velocities
were consistently below Mach 0.3.
Theoretical loss factors for the augmenter inlet configuration did
not accurately predict performance. The analysis did not account for
the position of the augmenter inlet with respect to the back wall of the
test cell
.
A method is available to compute the minimum augmenter length
required for adequate mixing to occur.
The following recommendations for improving the analysis and
experimental apparatus are made:
1. Develop an analysis for incorporation into the main computer
program that will account for the turbulence level in the flow
field and the amount of mixing that takes place in a given
augmenter length.
2. Develop an analysis that will model the relative position of
augmenter and the test cell wall.
3. Develop an analysis based on the method of characteristics
that will allow prediction of test cell performance as the
engine position relative to the augmenter is varied for
supersonic flow.




5. Reduce the svv7irl component in the primary flow by installing
flow straighteners in the nozzle section.
6. Experimentally investigate various area ratio relationships.
7. Build models of exhaust system acoustic and pollution
abatement systems for testing with the present apparatus.
8. Investigate system performance with higher pressure ratios




TEST CE LL EXHAUST SYSTEM
The following discussion was extracted from Ref. 13. Other dis-
cussions which are pertinent to test cell design were covered by
Tower [Ref . 8]
.
1. PRESENT PHILOSOPHY
The basic philosophy of present exhaust treatments is to remove
the majority of the kinetic energy from the jet exhaust, to cool the ex-
haust by mixing v/ith secondary air or water, and to lower the noise
level of the exhaust. Removing the kinetic energy is also a method of
acoustic treatment. The most common method of accomplishing the first
two objectives is to utilize the kinetic energy of the exhaust to pump
secondary air through the cell and into the exhauster or augmenter tube
where mixing of the two streams occurs. Augmentation ratio, defined
as the ratio of secondary air mass flow to engine air mass flow, is an
important consideration in determining overall cell design. With an
excessive augmentation ratio, the depression limits of the cell may be
exceeded; with too small a ratio, desired cooling may not be accomplished,
and temperature limits of test cell exhaust components such as installed
acoustic treatment may be exceeded. Present design goals for augmen-
tation ratios are 2:1 for turbojet engines and 0.25:1 to 0.5:1 for high
bypass turbofan engines [Ref s . 10, 15, and 31]. Some facilities, how-
ever, still have augmentation ratios as large or greater than 1:1 for
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large turbofan engines [Ref . 32] . Turbulent mixing phenomena are not
well understood, and much v/ork remains to be done in analyzing the
ejector system.
Water cooling is usually required for an engine operating with
afterburner; the augmentation ratio required to cool the exhaust without
water is greater than 6:1. The minimum amc5unt of v/ater usage is
desirable in order that water supplies be preserved. Many cells utilize
spray rings mounted inside the augmenter. .These operate very inefficiently
because of the difficulty of penetrating the hot, high speed core of the
exhaust [Ref. 33]. Several attempts have been made to inject the water
from vv'ithin the core itself. The water sparger [Ref. 34] is an example.
Care must be taken in the design of such items since they can produce
undesirable acoustic phenomena if their natural frequencies correspond
to the driving frequencies of the exhaust. Further development of water
injection is a necessity for economical future operation.
One method available for removing the kinetic energy of the jet
exhaust is the "brute force" method. At NARF North Island in cells 13
and 14 the exhaust impinges on a solid concrete block v/hich is lined
with steel plate. This is effective in destroying the continuity of the
stream but has failed to prevent serious damage to the walls of the plenum
chamber. In the newer cells at North Island the exhaust impinges on a
perforated steel plate. Figures 30 and 31 illustrate the cells.
A newer method of treating the flow and one coming into more



























































a cylinder or a cone. The colander is the last section of the ejector
tube and is perforated with holes, usually on the order of 1-1/4" in
diameter [Ref. 31]. This serves to break up the flow and changes the
low frequency noise of the exhaust into more easily attenuated higher
frequencies. Work remaining in this area involves the study of place-
ment and sizing of the holes so that uniform flow in the exhaust stack
is attained
.
Other methods of exhaust treatment will become necessary in the
future. Environmental protection standards will require pollution abate-
ment systems for engine test facilities. These systems will require
close matching between the engine nozzle and the exhauster because
any excess mass flow will unnecessarily load the abatement equipment.
Also, in some cases, the flow needs to be properly conditioned before
it reaches the abatement system [Ref. 3 8].
Since many different engines are tested in one cell, consideration
must be given to tl)e ease with which cell hardware can be adjusted for
various engine sizes. NARF North Island utilizes the movable augmenter
concept. The United Air Lines facility uses a jackscrew arrangement to
adjust the thrust bed position. The range of adjustment will depend on
the size of engines projected to be tested, and the means of providing
adjustmient is up to the option of the designer.
Modern test facilities are being equipped with automatic data
acquisition and processing capability. AiResearch Manufacturing Co.
has an excellent example of a system designed for developmental •
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engine testing, and United Air Lines possesses a system designed for
production testing of overhauled and repaired engines [Rcfs . 32 and 37],
2. NEW DESIGN OPTIOi^vlS
a . General
An efficient, flexible, and reliable exhaust system is per-
haps the most critical segment in test cell design, yet the present level
of engineering sophistication in this area is still elementary. Justifi-
cation for the above statement is the recent change in the design criteria
of cell exhaust treatments. Early designs were primarily built to lower
exhaust temperatures to levels that would not shorten the life of installed
noise abatement systems. This was accomplished by mixing the jet
exhaust with secondary air.
Additionally, attention is now being focused on reducing the air
pollution levels of jet engine test cells. Generally/ test cells are
placed in a different regulatory category than are jet aircraft themselves.
They are classed V'/ith other stationary sources [Ref. 39].
.b. Test Cell Aerodynamic Design
A poorly designed augmenter system may be one that acts
as an unnecessarily powerful jet pump. In this situation too much
secondary or cooling air is entrained with the engine exhaust, causing
higher than designed cell airflows and cell depressions. Also, larger
than design airflows will increase distortion levels and possibly disrupt
smooth engine operation [Refs. 11, 31, and 40]. Large airflow also can
cause errors in thrust measurement.
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At the other end of the design spectrum is the system that fails to
induce enough secondary airflow and thereby foils to prevent the problem
of recirculation of exhaust gases. Excessive exhaust temperature also
may result
.
The problem of excess secondary airflow has been encountered at
several facilities. At North Island a flange has been added to the aug-
menter bellmouth, restricting the flow of secondary air. This is not a
smooth design aerodynamically , and the capability of this facility to
handle large bypass fan engines or other high flow rate engine types is
severely limited with the present flow restriction. A second solution is
to install orifice plates within the augmenter itself to reduce the available
flow area [Ref. 35]. This addition is slightly more flexible than the
former since various size plates may be installed depending on the flow
characteristics of the particular engine under test.
At the United Air Lines facility in San Francisco, secondary airflov/
in their new large jet engine test facility has been estimated as being
almost twice as high as was originally anticipated [Ref. 32]. This con-
dition has not exceeded cell structural limits with the present engines
being tested, (JT9D, CF6), but the cell performance will be marginal
with advanced technology engines which may reach the 100,000 pound
thrust category. This situation indicates the need for close attention to
augmenter design and more thorough analysis of the ejector process.
Secondary air provides the necessary cooling of the engine ex-
haust and prevents recirculation. For a turbojet engine operating without
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afterburner an augmentation ratio of 2:1 has been set as a reasonable
design goal [Rcfs. 15 and 31]. Augmentcr performance is a function of
the area ratio of the augmenter and exhaust nozzle, the length of the
augmenter, the position of the exhaust nozzle relative to the entrance
of the ejector tube, and velocity ratio. Most recommended test cell
augmentation ratios for fan engines vary from 0.25:1 to 0.5:1 for high
bypass engines and up to 1:1 for low bypass types [Ref s . 10, 15, 31,
and 41].
Besides the function of providing a means of mixing and cooling
the engine exhaust, the ejector system must overcome the various
pressure drops in the inlet and the exhaust systems. Figure 32 shows
the general pressure pattern within the test cell. Basically, momentum
is transferred to the secondary air, thereby increasing its pressure.
Studies have been made to determine the mixing characteristics
of jet pumps [Refs. 6, 7, 22-25, and 42-45]. These indicate that for
each characteristic exhaust and secondary airflow combination there is
an optimum length and diameter mixing tube. However, because of the
cost of construction of the exhaust facilities, many trade-offs must be
made, and a flexible design must be selected that v/ill work reasonably
well over the range of engines to be tested .
A second method of cooling the exhaust is to use water spray
cooling. This method is mandatory for engines operating with afterburner
mode but may be used in other modes as well. Studies have been carried

























































which arc required to cool exhaust gas temperatures to acceptable levels.
When suitable amounts of water cooling are used, secondar/ airflow can
become negligible. However, compromises must be made to determine
the amount of water used. At the present time, most of the water used
in spray cooling is lost through the stack. At several locations, including
NARF North Island, fresh water supplies are at a premium; availability
may dictate the design option chosen.
Where water cooling is necessary' and available, difficulties re-
main in devising means whereby the high temperature jet core may be
thoroughly penetrated by water streams. It is knov/n [Ref. 33] that
even high pressure water jets have little success penetrating into the
core of a high speed flow. Various designs have been developed , in-
cluding concentric rings, water spargers and bounce sprays [Ref s . 34,
35, and 47]. These designs, however, have not been optimized for
facilities required to test widely varying engine types.
Matching augmenter characteristics to individual engines will be
difficult, particularly where low augmentation ratios are desired.
Variable area nozzles are common for afterburning engines . The
exhaust from the fans of high bypass engines is at a relatively low energy
level; and since it contains no products of combustion, separate ducting
may be desirable. The Pegasus engine used in the Harrier aircraft re-
quires complex ducting during test cell operation [Ref. 10] .
Prevention of thermal damage to the augmenter must be considered.
In the entrainment zone, the walls are subject to radiant heating, while
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in the^ fully developed mixing zone they arc heated by convection. Water
jackets may be necessary during testing of afterburning or high turbine
inlet temperature engines, particularly if the selected exhaust treatment
system requires a low augmentation ratio.
c. Acoustic Treatment
Noise sources that must be treated by exhaust systems are
turbo-machinery generated noise, combustion noise, turbulent noise
generated by the interaction of the jet exhaust and the secondary air,
and the turbulence in the exhaust itself [Ref s . 48 - 53]. In the entrain-
ment zone the shear stresses are high and the turbulence level is
relatively low, creating most of the high frequency noise emanating
from the jet [Ref. 54]. Most of the low frequency sounds, those which
contribute the most to the overall sound level, come from the portion of
the exhaust beyond the potential core; the peak of this sound is at a
wavelength about three times the diameter of the jet. It is this low
frequency sound that is most difficult to attenuate. The higher frequency
noise of machinery is easily attenuated with standard techniques which
include baffles of all types, lined passages and bends, and tubular
exhaust passages [Ref s . 31, 40, and 55].
The properly designed augmenter can contribute to the overall
reduction of noise; experimental results [Ref. 56] have shown that jet
noise can be reduced by a factor of 5 (7db) in an ejector noise suppressor
It was also shown that the initial mixing conditions and the length of the
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injector are more important factors in obtaining this attenuation than the
area ratio of the tube and jot or the position of the primary jet relative
to the ejector inlet.
Methods of breaking up the continuity of the jet and increasing the
frequency of the exhaust noise are discussed in Section 1 . The utili-
zation of a colander in the form of a cone or a cylinder is presently
preferred over other options in modern cell designs. It has been found
by experience that a hole size 1-1/4" in diameter is the smallest
practical size [Ref. 31]. Holes smaller than this tend to be easily
blocked due to impurities in cooling water as vv^ell as particulate matter
present in the engine exhaust. Standard practice has been to space
uniformly the holes over the surface of the colander, with total hole
area 40 to 60 percent in excess of the cross sectional area of the aug-
menter tube itself [Refs . 31 and 36].
An exception to this practice has been introduced in some smaller
Navy "C" cells [Ref. 36]. In these cells holes were placed only in the
lower half of the colander. This design has exhibited a serious short-
coming in that flow through the exhaust stack is very non-uniform; in
fact, some points in the stack exhibit zero velocity. This causes portions
of the acoustic treatment to be exposed to higher than design flow rates,
thereby shortening useful life and decreasing overall performance.
Analysis must be done during design to insure adequate flow con-
ditioning over the operational range of the proposed test cell. The
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designer must insure that enough pressure rise will be obtained to over-
come any flow blockage that may be present under all operating conditions.
Unwanted acoustic energy may be generated by obstructions present
in the ejector assembly. These include spray rings or nozzles, difluser
rings, and any other hardv/are installations. These obstructions increase
the turbulence level of the flow, thereby increasing the noise sources
within tlic flow. The merits of each proposed installation must be weighed
according to the use intended for the individual test cell. Care must be
taken that natural frequencies of installed components are not activated
by the driving frequencies of the flow.
Possible exhaust stack treatments are as varied as those intended
for use in the inlet. Options include lined bends and passages, tubular
mufflers, sinuous passages or straight passages [Refs. 31, 37, and 58].
Steel Helmholtz resonators have been investigated by General Electric
[Ref . 31] and have been found to be unsatisfactory for their own use;
however, this approach has been successfully taken by Aero Systems
Engineering [Ref. 59], Differences in the ceJl utilization of the two
operators and in the acoustic characteristics of the engines tested
account for the different technical approach.
A primary concern is to develop a system which will withstand a
moderate range of temperatures and wide range of velocities. Most in-
stallations have been designed to withstand exhaust stack temperatures
in the 450-550°F range, with a maximum of 600° [Ref. 3 1] . At one time
NARF North Island attempted to maintain temperatures below 2 00° in
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the non-afterburning mode by water cooling. However, it was impossible,
with the existing water spray design, to operate the afterburner and
maintain stack temperatures below 450°. The installed acoustic treat-
ments were subjected to such severe thermal shock that their useful life
v/as drastically shortened. Witliin practica.l limits, a constant stack
temperature should be maintained in all tests.
Because of the varied sizes and characteristics of engines that
will be tested in new construction test cells, consideration should be
given to the possibility of providing variable area exhaust stacks. Methods
of accomplishing this include blanking unnecessary portions of the stack
with pre-fitted metal shutters according to the flow requirements of the
engine under test and a movable cover over the stack opening which is
programmed to provide optimum flow area. By designing the basic ex-
haust system to handle the largest forecast airflow with the additional
capability of efficiently handling much lower flov/s , the problem of test
cell obsolescence caused by advances in engine technology can be
avoided.
d . Emission Control Devices
In the future, major design effort must be devoted to pollu-
tion abatement systems. It has been established by Executive Order
11282, May 26, 1966, that Federal installations comply with local
environmental protection requirements. At the present time most emis-
sion requirements which are applicable to test facilities deal with the
particulate emissions which cause visible pollution. Future legislation

will limit emission levels of invisible noxious gases, carbon monoxide,
oxides of nitrogen, and sulfur dioxide. Studies have been conducted to
determine exhaust emissions of gas turbine engines [Rcf s . 39, and
60-66]; and although the exact emission levels are not agreed upon,
most data agree within an order of magnitude.
The abatement system chosen for test cell operation must first
remove visible particulate emissions. California legislation limits the
deviation from a maximum of 2 percent obscuration (#1 on the Ringleman
scale) to three minutes out of every hour.
Except at idle, gas turbine engines emit very low levels of uri-
burned hydrocarbons and CO, so that attempts to reduce these should
concentrate on low flow rate conditions [Ref. 60].
By 1975, Los Angeles County will limit emiission of oxides of
nitrogen to 225 ppm [Ref. 39]. Now developments in engine technology
resulting in high pressure ratios and high combustion temperatures have
raised the levels of these oxides in engine exhausts [Ref. 60]. The
chosen abatement system must at the very least not add to these levels
and ideally should reduce them.
The installed system must be able to remove unburned fuel from
the exhaust flow. Estimates are that turbojet afterburners exhaust
about 10 percent unburned fuel. Also, the ability must be retained to
purge unwanted fuel from the exhaust drainage system. Prior to light-
off, it is Navy practice to "dry run" the engine; that is, the engine is
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windiriillcd and the throttle fully opened to check for leaks. This results
in relatively large amounts of fuel being dumped directly into the exhaust
system
.
Emissions of sulfur dioxide will not be a problem as long as the
current restrictions on sulfur content of fuel are maintained. Present
restrictions limit the sulfur content to .3 percent, and most fuels contain
even less
.
Although advances have been made in combustor technology,
completely clean jet engines are not yet a reality. NARF Alameda was
recently cited in violation of local standards v/hilc testing a high time
engine configured with "clean" combustor cans. One source [Ref. 66]
theorizes that reactions within the cell exhaust system change the
character of particulate emissions, either in size or number, so that
visibility obscuration is greater at the test cell exhaust stack than at
the engine tailpipe.
Interim solutions for reducing smoke involve the use of fuel addi-
tives. Additives coat engine hot section parts, and the effect of adding
heavy metallic vapors to the exhaust is under continuing investigation by
the Environmental Protection Agency.
Early studies of pollution abatement systems have resulted in the
selection and development of a nucleation scrubber [Ref. 4 7]. Other
devices analyzed include filtering devices, venturi scrubbers, and
electrostatic precipitators. These have been evaluated as unsatisfactory
from considerations of safety, flexibility, and economy [Ref. 47].
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Filtering devices alone present problems because of their tendency
to become clogged by particles entrained in the exhaust. Additionally,
they require extremely low flow velocities and are not effective in re-
moving noxious gases.
The primary drawback to the venturi system is its inability to
operate efficiently over greater than a 10 percent interval away from its
design point, which is an unacceptable restriction in view of the fact
that air flov/s vary as much as 60 to 70 percent from idle to full power
setting. A possible solution to this would be the installation of a bank
of Venturis, entailing high initial costs and complicated flow controls.
The present shortcoming of electrostatic precipitators is the in-
ability to completely prevent fuel buildup on and around the electrodes;
this condition creates the danger of an explosive discharge. Also, these
systems cannot remove noxious gases or oxides of nitrogen.
Nucleation scrubbers work by process of creating large particles
by condensation of vapor from a saturated vapor. The nucleates are the
particulate matter already present in the exhaust. The enlarged particles
are then removed by impaction in the scrubbing system. A prototype
scrubber system developed by Dr. A. Teller (Pat. #3,324,630) has been
installed by the Na^/y at NARF Jacksonville. This particular scrubber has
the capacity to handle large changes in flow volume, can reduce noxious
gases and unburned fuel, and with modification can remove much of the
oxides of nitrogen and sulfur if such action is required. Installation of
this scrubber also is anticipated at NARF Norfolk. The primary drawback
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at present with the scrubber system is its high initial costs. At its
present level of development this system is not considered the ideal
solution, and investigation is being carried out in other areas as well.
The nucleation scrubber as well as the other alternatives discussed
are all similar in that they function by physically removing particulates
and unwanted gases; a second class of installations acts by converting
unwanted pollutants to harmless chemical species. These include after-
burners and catalytic converters.
Northern Research and Engineering Corporation has proposed a
thermal converter installation for test cells [Rcf. 39]. This reference
is a comprehensive discussion of the feasibility of such an installation
and the justification for Navy procurement in light of future requirements
for pollution control. At the present time much work, remains to be done
in conducting recommended studies and testing.
The installation of a converter system will require close matching
of the test section, engine, and exhauster itself since the proposed system
requires a low augmentation ratio.
The final selection of an abatement system will be based on its
flexibility and economy. It must be able to operate over a wide range
of exhaust velocities and temperatures. The initial cost of procurement
and installation must be low, as must the cost of operation and upkeep.
The system must be reliable enough to allow firm scheduling of cell
down time with the minimum amount of unscheduled maintenance. An
additional factor will be the ease with which the abatement system may
be retrofitted to existing test cell structures.
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The creation of secondary pollution must be avoided. Thermal
pollution of natural water supplies is a real possibility in systems re-
quiring heavy cooling. Also to be avoided is the creation of additional,
unwanted noxious gases or other undesirable products of combustion if
an additional combustion process is used.
Maximum allov;able temperatures, pressures, and velocities will
dictate the level of required protection of hardware exposed to the jet
exhaust. Because of the temperatures encountered during afterburner
runs, it may become necessary to water cool certain exposed parts.
Refractory linings have been considered but were rejected for economic
reasons [Ref . 39]
.
Complete acoustic analysis must be completed to insure that the
natural frequencies of equipment exposed to the flow not be excited by
the frequencies of turbulence generated noise.
Finally, the design of adjustable components should be kept as
simple as possible. Operators are wary of too much gadgetry in test
cell design [Refs. 32 and 35], and cell down time increases with the
addition of mechanical sophistication. All facilities must be designed





1 . BASIC PROGRAM
Consider the schematic diagram of a jet pump shown in Fig. 2.
For the purposes of this analysis sections 1 and 2 will be coplanar.
Assume inviscid flow so that the velocity profiles are as shown in Fig. 2
The analysis is based on the one-dimensional conservation of mass,
energy and momentum. The perfect gas relation is assumed for primary,
secondary and mixed flows
P = PRT (B-1)
It was assumed that total pressure and temperatures v\/efe known at
stations 1 and 2, and that P -' P . The model was developed for con-
J. ^
stant area mixing so that A, + A., ~ A^. The back pressure, P,., was
arbitrarily set. Define
y -1 2
(? . = I -i-—'^ M. • (B-2)
1 2 1
Then
B. - [P^./P.l ^ (B-3)
1 Ti 1
and
T. = T^./ /9 . {B-4)
1 Ti * 1
From Eq. (A-5)
M^ = ( /?.-!) { J ,)








The speed of sound, a, is equal to ( ^ RT) . For air, a ^ 49.01 (T ) ^
i i
for T. in degrees Rankine. Using the definition of Mach Number it
follows that
1 Vm^U. = 49.01 f M T. (B-7)
1 ' i 1
Primary and secondary mass flows were obtained with the assumption
that P - P
Kl. - P U A, (B-8)
1 ' } i .1
After some manipulation, Eq . (111-2) may be used ro solve for U
o
Values for the density and static temperature at station 3 may be de-
termined from Eq. (B-6) and (D-8) . The energy of the system must also
be conserved, requiring tliat Eq. (III-3) be satisfied. A second value






The program was made to perform an iteration on inlet static pressures
until the separately computed values for T were within 1°R of one
another. It was found that when the value for T„ computed from con-
siderations of momentum and mass conservation initially was greater

than the value for temperature computed from (B-10), the value of 1'
was too high. The opposite was always true when energy considerations
yielded the higher temperature. The inlet pressure v.'as adjusted accord-
ingly for the next step in the iteration. The first &uch correction was a
fixed value. For each successive iteration in which P was adjusted
in the same direction, the correction remained constant. Each time the
comparative value of the temperatures changed sign, the correction
value was halved. The process was continued until the two computed
values of T were within the specified limit. The above equations were
combined in a basic comiputer program which v/as to be the core of the
overall program discussed below.
2. RELATIVE POSITION OF PRIMARY NOZZLE
One goal of the study was to analyze the effect of removing the
primary nozzle from, the coplanar position shown in Fig. 2. The analysis
of section 1 above was valid for the position shown as well as the case
where the primary nozzle was positioned inside the augmenter inlet.
However, if the nozzle Vv'as positioned outside the augm.enter, some
knov/ledge of free jet performance is necessary. A jet spread parameter
is used in the literature for this purpose [Refs . 22-25, 27, 44, and 67].
Bauer [Ref. 2 7] has shown that Abramovich's [Ref. 2 5] model for cr~
,
the jet spread parameter, provides a good agreement with empirical
data for axisymmetric jet mixing zones




U ^ is defined as the ccnlcrlinc velocity of the potential core of the
primary flovv' as shown in Tig. 3. It was assumed that the velocity
profile witiiin the mixing zone could be m.odeled by an error function
following Ref s
.
19 and 27. The nondimensional coordinate '^ was de-
fined and used as the argument of the error function
1 2
erf ^y :^crf( "^ ^ ) pr^r— / e "^ da (B-12)
where cy~ is the jet spread parameter, y = r - r, or r - r, where r,
o i i i i
is the radius of the primary nozzle and r and r are the outer and inner
o 1
bounda''ies of the mixing zone; X is the axial position measured from
the riozzle exit
.
The edge of the mixing zone was defined as the point where the
velocity is within one percent of the free stream value. A table of
error functions yielded a limit value of '*/ ~ 1.84 for the boundaries.
The width of the mixing zone was defined as
o - 2Y - Ty^ - z^r— (B-13)
max ^ ^
It v/as assumed for the case under consideration that
U - 1/2 (U^ -t-Uj ^ (B-14)
mean 12'
After some manipulation it was found that the velocity within the mixing




U( ^/ ) - -- [M 4 1) + erf 7 {— - 1)] (B-15)
where U, is the velocity of the primary potential core and U^ is the
free stream velocity of the secondary flow.
Areas A and A^ wore redefined to be the areas occupied by the
primary and secondary flovv^s at the station under observation. Equation
(III-I) then becomes
Areas A and A were found using the assumption that the mixing zone
-Ja^^um,
JL u
spread evenly into both the primary and secondary flow so that
and
A2=~- [dI - (D^ + cT )h (B-18)
where D and D are the diameters of the primary and secondary nozzles.12
Before Eq. (B-15) could be utilized, an assumption had to be made con-
cerning the density within the mixing zone; this was expressed by




This relatively simple approximation v^as made because the expected
values of density in the experimental apparatus were very close to one
another. That is P 2r. /^ A better approximation might be made
if one considered heat transfer rates in the mixing zone and assumed a
given temperature distribution in the mixing zone. If temperatures
were known, the perfect gas law could be used to calculate densities
since the static pressure was assumed constant across the mixing zone.
The mixing zone v;as divided into incremental areas, and the m^ass
flow in the mixing region was taken to be the sum of the mass flows in
the incremental areas.









is the coordinate of the center of the area and INT is the
total number of intervals into which the mixing zone v^^"as divided. The
mass flow within the mixing region is the sum of all the rn.'s
INT
IvI (mixing zone) =- ^ K'l. {B-21)
i = 1
Similar manipulations of the momentum and energy equations






T =-~(l\ +— - ) -1- ~ (T +-^-)
3 M^ 1 2C M., 2 2C
3 p 3 p
1 ^^^ U^
^ i - 1
^
Note that by utilizing the perfect gas law
f*
T. - ~™ =-~-R[(-73^ + 1) +erf ^ ( -^- - 1)]P~^ (B~24)
i i 1 1
The velocity and density in each incremental area were computed using
Eqs. (B-15) and (B-19) in the form
U. - A + B' erf '7 (B-15a)
and




A = (-7) ' (U /^U^ +1) C - ( ^,/')'{ f^J P
.,
+ 1)
B=(^)- (^J-l) D=( ^/^M '^/,'=i-l)

The incremental flow areas were computed from the follov/ing equation
A. = ( 'DV^) (D" , - D^ ). . (B-2 6)
oul m
where
out 1 i INT °
] R4 X
Equations (B-15), (B-19), and (B-2G) make it possible to solve the
conservation equations for two values of outlet static temperature and
to iterate as before on inlet static pressure.
3 . V/ALL FRICTION COEFFICIENT
It was necessary to find a system of equations to compensate for
the friction losses at the walls of the augmenter. Equation (B~22) v>/as





" ^3^^3 ^' ^^T^l "^^S.^2 ^ ^- ^S^i " Dragl/M^ (B-28)
i = 1
where u^d
Drag = C, Pu A ^ (B-2 9)D —;:; ref
C^ is the drag coefficient and A , is the area over which the drag acts.D " ref
Since the flow in the augmenter does not resemble developed pipe flov/,
flat plate drag coefficients were chosen. Schlichting [Ref. 2 8] indicates
that the flat plate drag coefficient is
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C^ - 0.455/(log Re)^*^^ (B-30)
where Re is the flow Reynolds number based on the length. For compu-
tational purposes, the velocity used to compute the Reynolds number was
taken to be the average of the inlet and outlet wall velocities or
Values for kinematic viscosity were also found in Schlichting and
were approximated in the following equations. If the reference tempera-
ture is belov/ 5 64°R
S^ = (0.639T-177.4)xl0^' (B-31)




so that v is obtained in units of ft /sec.
The dynamic pressure term in Eq. (B-2 3) was taken to be the
average dynamxic pressure of the secondary and outlet flows, or AbsuM^^
( /^ U^ + p\lh (B-33)
Pu^ = -~2Z1 L_3_l
The initial drag term was set to zero, and all conservation
equations were solved as previously discussed. A new value of drag
was computed and inserted in Eq. (B-2 8) . The process was continued





Several inlet configurations are in existence in engine test
facilities. This analysis was developed to take the varying effects of
these configurations into account.
Reference 29 discusses the effects of re-entry and bellinouth inlets
of large ducting systems on the inlet head loss associated with the two
different inlets. Loss factors of 0.85 and 0.03 for re-entry and bell-
mouth inlets are given. The pressure loss of a system is defined to be
the loss factor times the velocity head at the inlet
^i' == t^ fLj^L (B-34)
2
v\;here n is the inlet loss factor. This concept was incorporated into
the programi. Since the secondary total pressure was assumed to be
1.0 atmosphere, the secondary total pressure immediately after an
installed inlet would be equal to 1.0 - 1/2 en • /^- u atmosphere, where
c is an appropriate constant that converts the velocity head to atmospheres
An iteration is performed until two successive values of total pressure
loss are within 0.0001 atmosphere of one another. It was found that
the iteration process converged rapidly when the following equation was
used
1
P„ =1/2(1.0- "^^ ^ 2^^
2
+P ) (B-35)
2 new 2 2 old
The new value of P was used to re-evaluate Eqs . {B-2) through (B-7)
2
for new density and velocity values at station 2. Reference 13 discusses
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the restricted inlet configuration in use at one Naval Air Rework Facility.
Allowances for tliis configuration were made by permitting variable values
to be read in for D
, the diameter of the secondary inlet, and assuming
that the inlet was of the re-entry typo.
5. BACK PRESSURE CONSIDERATIONS
Exhaust pressures at the augmenter exit are generally higher than
ambient pressures because of the presence of installed acoustic and
polJution controls. The computer program was able to run at any back
pressure up to a specified value. This point was considered to have
been reached when the secondary static pressure exceeded the secondary
total pressure. This condition corresponds to the onset of exhaust gas
recirculation in an actual installation.
6. MAIN COMPUTER PROGRAM




P„-, and T.-, ; noz?Je and augmenter diameters D, , D^ , and D„; the
h ^2 2 i I 6
entry loss factor; and primiary nozzle separation distance. The back
pressure P is set within the program.
The output includes inlet static conditions P , T, , T^; outlet
static temperature T.; primary and secondary mass flows M, and M„;
^ 1 z
non-dimensional ratios P /P P^ /P^
,
P.^, /P„ , X/D^, A^/A-^ , ^2^^\'
h/h^ , T3/T2 , ^/ P 3 ' °in/°l ' °ou/°l ' °Dl/^r ^'^"^- ="d
YDIV. D /D is the location of the dividing streamline as determined
by comparing the nozzle mass flow with the mass flow at distance X
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from tho nozzle. YDIV is the radial disLdnce that the jet has spread at
distance X. Table B-I is a listing of tlie algebraic symbols used and
the corresponding Fortran symbols. A copy of the Main Computer
Program follows Appendix C.
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1 . PRIMARY MASS FLOWRATE
The mass flow of air throigh the primary nozzle was measured by
means of a stainless steel sharp edged orifice plate installed in a
section of 3" pipe upstream of the nozzle. The installation was con-
structed to meet ASME standards as set in Ref. 30. Pressure measure-
ments were obtained from flange taps. The upstream static pressure
was measured on'a mercuiy manometer and the pressure drop across the
orifice was measured on a water manometer. The total temperature was
measured in an B" pipe upstream of the orifice.
The orifice V'/as chosen over other methods of flow nioasurement
because of its availability and ease of installation. Facilities were
not available for calibration of primary elements of the proper capacity.
This fact dictated the use of an orifice since it possesses a well estab-
lished coefficient of discharge. The high head losses associated with
orifice plates did not interfere with test results.
Equation (C-1) was used to solve for mass flow rates .
W - 3 59 CFd^F Y~l^h~^ (C-1)
h a ' w^
The weight rate of flov/, w, , is calculated in Dounds per hour, C is the
h
coefficient of discharge, F is the thermal expansion factor, d is the
a
orifice diameter, F is the velocity of approach factor, Y is the net




in inches of water, and •3' is the specific weight, in pounds per cubic
foot, of flov/ing fluid at the orifice inlet. Since the orifice used in the
experimental setup was not calibrated, it was necessary to use the flow
coefficient K Vv'here
K = CF (C-2)
Values of K are tabulated in Table 4 of Ref . 30 as a function of pipe
Reynolds number and diameter ratio ^ where
^=D/d (C-3)
D is the pipe diameter. Orifice diameter d was 2.096" so that (^ - 0.665
when installed in a 3" pipe. Figure 38 of Ref. 30 is a curve of F as a
a
function of temperature. Over the range of outlet temperatures expected,
the values of F were obtained from the following equation for a straight
a
line approximation to Fig. 3 8
F - (coorrVyo) + 0.9991 (c-4)
a i
Figure 40b of the same reference plots Y as a function of the ratio
h /p. where P, is the orifice inlet pressure in pounds per square inch,
w 1 1
The curve very closely fit the following straight line approxim.ation for Y
Y = 1 - 0.037 h /3P, (C-5)w 1
The specific weight of air was found by assuming a perfect gas
y = P 'g/RT,g^ (C-6)lie
where P. is in pounds per square foot, T, is in °R and R is the gas
constant for air, 1715.63 ft Ibf/lbm °R.
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Onco input data were acquired, it was possible to begin a computer
r program which rapidly converged. Initial calculations involving expected
flow rates indicated a probable Reynolds number based on pipe diameter
D between 100,000 and 500,000. Table 4 of Ref . 30 indicated that a
flow coefficient of 0.6B would give good results when used as a starting
point. This value for K, along v^'ith measured values of inlet tempera-
ture and pressure and the pressure drop across the orifice, may be put in
Eq. (C-1) to get a first solution for flow rate. Equation 8, page 58 of
Ref. 30, yields the flow Reynolds number
R^j^ = (0.004244 w^)/DgA- (C-7)
2
where M. is the viscosity of air in Ibf-sec/it \ Figure 33 of the same
reference plots values of qU^ as a function of temperature. Over the
expected range of temperatures
g/^ = (0.001832T + 1.0835) x 10~^ (C-8)
i
Interpolation of Table 4 will yield a more precise value for K, the flow
coefficient, from one of the following equations. If the Reynolds number
is less than 100,000, then
K = 0.6865 - 0.0051(R /50, 000-1.0) (C-9)
eD
and if the Reynolds number is greater than 100,000 but less than
500,000, then
K = 0.6814 - 0.004(R /400,000 - 0.25) (C-10)
eD
Two iterations were found to be all that were needed for convergence.
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2. PROGi^M Ml DOT
The data reduction MlDOT is included following Appendix C.
Input data needed arc the atmospheric and inlet pressures in inches of
mercury, inlet temperature in °F, and the pressure drop across the orifice
in inches of water. The output includes mass flow rate in pounds per
second as well as the pipe Reynolds number.
Table C-I lists appropriate algebraic symbols and their Fortran
counterparts used in the program.,
3 . AUGMENTER FLOV/ R/a'E
In order to determine the pumping effectiveness of the simulated
engine, it was necessary to measure the total m,ass flow through the
augmenter. Section IV discussed the positioning of data collection
stations along the augmenter model and the probes used to measure
total temperatures and pressures.
Program AUGl was developed to process the raw data and calculate
total augmenter mass flow. Input data to AUGl include total pressures
and tem.peratures measured at 1/4" intervals beginniiig at the center of
the augmenter out to a position 1/4" from the wall. Velocities were
calculated at each of the ten points. The dynamic pressure was calcu-
lated using Bernoulli's equation for incompressible flow
q = 1/2 p u^ - P^ - P (C-11)
For one-dimensional flow
IVI = p uA (C-12)
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Flow Coefficient




Pressure drop across orifice
Specific v.'cight
Coefficient of thermal expansion
Net expansion factor for square
edged orifices
Rate of flow, wh in pounds per





or after substitution from Eq . (C-11)
rCl = 2qA/u (C-13)
From the perfect gas law and rearranging Eq. (C-11)
7




u = 2qRT/P (C-15)
Using the isentropic flow relations
T/T^ = (P/P^) -^^ (C-16)
Substituting for T from Eq. {C-16) into (C-15)
„ 2qT (P/P„,)-V^R
u^ ^-y-* (C-17)
For T in °R and q, P, and P„ in identical units
u = [3431.26 T^(P/P^J°-^^^q/P]^^^ (C-18)
With the velocity determined in Eq. {C-18), Eq . (C-13) was used to
determine mass flow in the augm.enter. The flow area was divided into
ten circular increments of increasing radii beginning with a circle of
1/4" radius. T'ne next circular segment had an inner radius of 1/4" and
an outer radius of 1/2" , continuing to the wall of the augmenter tube
which v/as 5" in diameter. Values of velocity and q in each incremental
area were taken to be the average of the values at the inner and outer
boundaries of the area. The sum of the incremental mass flows represented
the total augmenter mass flow.
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4. PROGRAM AUG 1
Data reduction program AUGl is included in the following section.
Input data required are the atmospheric pressure, static pressure at the
station being surveyed, primary mass flow as determined by program
MlDOT, and total temperatures and pressures measured at prescribed
intervals across the augmenter. The program output includes primary
and secondary mass flow rates, the augmentation ratio Ivl /ivl , the
centerline velocity, and the velocities at each point where temperatures
and pressures were measured normalized to the centerline velocity.




































Radius of point I in augmenter
Incremental flow area in augmenter
Augmenter velocity at point I
Centerline velocity in augmenter
Total values at point 1 in augmenter
Dynamic pressure at I








Date data were obtained and run
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